NUDITY IN OUR LIT!
No pubic areas or genitals unless merely showing slightly dark and through an obvious thin drape as in classic art masterpieces. For Komix a thin drape or other slight cover of nipples or genitals is a must!

No obvious intercourse positions unless the bodies are covered from the waist down so at least the copulating mid-sections are out of sight, although bare from the waist up or knees down.

Whatever you draw, if in doubt, don't! — Amen?
There are many ways to very gracefully and artfully hide sex from sensitive Systemites without having to conceal the beauty of the completely nude form.

Study the classical artists and see how they did it and got away with it! Their masterpieces are on exhibit throughout the world in public places in statues, paintings, and literature proudly shown by the System to its children with nobody complaining! — Ha!
Artists for ages past have had the same problem with the System, so just study their nudes and see how they did it. GBV & your art & make it a blessing! Thank you for your wonderful works of art that have been an inspiration to so many millions!

**SUMMARY:**
1. No pubic areas in or out! But complete nudity of small children is ok.
2. Nipples only inside, preferably lightly draped, but clearly showing through.
3. No intercourse positions if possible unless absolutely necessary to the story, unless partially hidden so can't be proved! Ha! Keep'm comin'! — And your art! Worth 1000s of words! — Amen? — Tks!